Reds Repulse German Counterattacks

American Subs Force Retreat of Jap Fleet

American submarines already appear to have forced the Japanese fleet to retreat and modernization promises to eradicate the whole threat of the "slippery ducks" of the Grand Bowl to Imperial Japan. Admiral Nimitz disclosed Undersea Operations May Reshape War.

WASHINGTON, March 9 (AP) — American submarines already appear to have forced the Japanese fleet to retreat and modernization promises to eradicate the whole threat of the "slippery ducks" of the Grand Bowl to Imperial Japan. Admiral Nimitz disclosed Undersea Operations May Reshape War.
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LONDON, March 9 (AP) — The German arms threat with deadline of the new Soviet attack toward Rumania and toward Bulgaria, indicated a renewed threat of a more powerful and military heart, forcing Rumania to appeal for help in war and equipment. Rumania's leaders have been assured, however, that they will not be left alone.

Forum Discussion to Consider Farm Subsidy Plans

"What About Farm Subsidies?"

The East Lansing Press-Republican is advising farmers to register for farm subsidies. The forum is to be held in East Lansing, Michigan, on March 9 at the MSU Union Ballroom. The forum is to be held in East Lansing, Michigan, on March 9 at the MSU Union Ballroom.

Politics, Journalism Led Sanchez to Exile

Luis Alberto Sanchez political exile ...
Grin and Bear It... By Lichty

Spartans at War
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Aircrew Lists Savitt Band for Formal Celebration of AST Queen Will Be Highlight of Military Ball

Savitt and his band take the spotlight Friday evening from 8 to 12 in a formal dance to be held in honor of the celebrated band and formal dance will take place in the Hodges ballroom in the Admissions building.

The Savitt and his band will be the highlight of the ball attended by participants in the weekly celebration of the AST Queen. A formal dance will be held in honor of the Savitt Band which has become the talk of the town and a social attraction throughout the country.

The Savitt and his band have been invited to take part in the celebration which is a grand gesture for the students of the university. The Savitt Band has gained a reputation for its high-quality music and has achieved fame across the nation.

U. S. Forces Take Los Negros Base in Admiralties

ALERT BELL in the Admissions building will echo the excitement of the news as it breaks over the United States forces' capture of Los Negros Island in the Admiralties. This important victory marks a significant step forward in the war effort.

Sanchez

(Continued from Page 1)

The students of the American department of the English department have been working hard on their assignments and are ready to present their final work. The students are eager to show their knowledge and skills in the field of English.

Savitt Band

The Savitt Band, under the direction of Mr. Savitt, will provide live music for the evening. The band is known for its dynamic performances and has been eagerly awaited by the students.

The Prettiest Cottons Come in Now

Jacobson's

Open Thursday evenings until 9
Finland Sends Answer to Russian Peace Bid

Results of Reply Expected Momentarily: London Speculators Believe Message Asked for Clarification of Program

STOCKHOLM, March 7 (AP)—Finland's answer to Russian peace terms has been received by sea from Moscow and a reply is in preparation. British financial circles expect to receive a reply to the Russian proposal for a cease-fire and the cessation of hostilities.

Foreign Institute Lists Speakers for Next Term

The Foreign Institute, 55 W. 49th St., announces its program of speakers for the term following April 20. Among the speakers are: Edward F. Mansfield, of the University of Michigan, who will lecture on "The Place of Russia in the World"; and E. G. Leopold, of the New York University, who will lecture on "The Peace of Russia".

Spanish Civil War Vets Together in Uncle Sam's Army at State College

The Spanish civil war veterans, who have been brought together as United States soldiers in the AEF program, are now stationed in the state of Maine. They are called "Spanish civil war veterans" and are stationed at the State College for Agricultural and Mechanical Arts near State College, Pa.

Jungle Troops Catch 2,000 Japanese

NEW DELHI, March 7 (AP)—American jungle troops fanned out from captured Walawilmie 10 miles behind the Japanese lines in north Burma today to try to cut off the enemy's retreat toward American and Chinese troops steadily advancing from the south.

L. G. Adams, Joseph Stilwell's commissary chief, announced that the Americans were hammering the Japanese against the Chinese until in continuous fighting.

Readies Established

General Stilwell said a road block had been established 20 miles west of Walawilmie, and that all enemy units attempting to escape were being massed by the main body of Japanese near Mogaung. Stilwell was thus able to hold a broad front in the main Japanese area, comprising the Japanese forces on the Yunnan road.

Chinese Fork Out

General Stilwell's headquarters also inspected the Chinese advancing west with drive in the last three days, capturing 15 miles of Japanese lines.

In other circumstance, 1st Division American troops were killed 10 by Chinese forces who crossed the Siang river near Naga. The Chinese are then supported by Allied political and military influence in the Burma road area, and resolute in their efforts to break the Japanese lines.

English

The English, on the other hand, are a second part of the Americans in the region. They have been reading, however, the army men all use a book entitled "The Man Who Was Right" by Dr. B. W. Lees, who gives practice in interpreting current and important events of national interest. Objective help is given in the reading as well as discussions of the material covered.

New WAA State Revealed

Belle Merle President

Belle Bois, New York: The first new state revealed by the WAA at the national election in New York was the new state of Belle Merle, which is the new state revealed by the WAA at the national election in New York. The new state revealed by the WAA at the national election in New York is the new state revealed by the WAA at the national election in New York.
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"Community" public telephones—some even in outside booth locations—are serving residents in war-born neighborhoods.

Many such telephones handle several hundred calls every month. It's a way more persons can use the available facilities, limited now by wartime material shortages.

The nationwide resources of the Bell System are enlisted in maintaining dependable communication services—vital in war, essential in peace.

War calls keep Long Distance lines busy...

...That's why your call may be delayed.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM